We carry out a detailed analysis of coherent resonant tunneling through two coupled quantum dots (CQD) in a parallel arrangement in the weak tunneling limit. We establish a set of quantum rate equations (QREs) in terms of the eigenstate-representation by means of a generic quantum Langevin equation approach, which is valid for arbitrary bias-voltage, temperature, and interdot hopping strength. Based on linear-response theory, we further derive the current and frequencyindependent shot noise formulae. Our results reveal that a previously used formula for evaluating Schottky-type noise of a "classical" single-electron transistor is a direct result of linear-response theory, and it remains applicable for small quantum devices with internal coupling. Our numerical calculations show some interesting transport features (i) for a series-CQD: the appearance of a NDC due to the bias-voltage-induced shifting of bare levels or a finite interdot Coulomb repulsion, and (ii) for a parallel CQD in strong interdot Coulomb repulsion regime: finite-bias-induced AB oscillations of current, and magnetic-flux-controllable negative differential conductance and a huge Fano factor.
I. INTRODUCTION
The investigation of quantum oscillations between two levels in a coupled quantum dot (CQD) system under transport conditions has been the subject of enormous interest over the last decade.
1,2 Recently, a CQD arranged in parallel between source and drain has been experimentally reported to constitute a mesoscopic QD AharonovBohm (AB) interferometer, 3, 4, 5 and it is believed that manipulation of each of the QDs separately and the application of magnetic-flux piercing the device can provide controllable parameters for the design of transport properties by tuning quantum oscillations. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 To describe such quantum oscillations in quantum transport, master equations and a "quantum" version of rate equations were first proposed by Nazarov and coworkers, 14, 15 and later derived from the Schrödinger equation, 16, 17 respectively. These original works are mainly for a CQD in a series arrangement between leads in the limit of zero temperature and large bias-voltage. The authors have generalized the quantum rate equations (QREs) for the case of a CQD interferometer in the same limit and employed them to study magneticflux-controlled photon-assisted tunneling. 13 Recently, a bias-voltage-and temperature-dependent generalization of the QREs was carried out by the authors employing the nonequilibrium Green's function in the limit of weak dot-dot coupling. 18 However, the dot-dot coupling of the CQD device is usually tuned using gate voltage in experiments, and it may not be weaker than the tunnelcoupling to external electrodes. Therefore, it is desirable to develop generic QREs without assuming weakness of the dot-dot coupling for the purpose of systematically analyzing the transport properties of a CQD system.
To accomplish this, we employ a generic quantum Langevin equation approach to derive the QREs in the eigenstate representation. The main result is the determination of a new coherent transfer term that emerges in all dynamic equations of the reduced density-matrix (RDM) elements stemming from the effective coupling between two eigenstates due to tunneling, which is absent from our previous results for QREs. 18 In addition, other coherent terms occur in the ensuing QREs for a CQD interferometer due to interference between the two path branches enclosing magnetic-flux, which is responsible for the AB oscillation feature of transport, as expected.
In another emerging aspect of CQD systems, studies of current fluctuations have become an important topic. 19, 20 Several analyses of shot noise in a CQD system have been undertaken by means of the QRE approach. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 Most of these works have involved calculations in the large bias-voltage limit for CQDs in series 21, 22, 23, 25, 26 or in parallel. 29 Our earlier work was carried out with analyses based on our previous QREs, and, correspondingly it is only valid for the case of weak dot-dot hopping. 25 Moreover, some other recent studies of bias-voltage-dependent shot noise of a CQD have not treated the quantum coherence effect. 27, 28 Therefore, in this paper, we will also analyze zerofrequency shot noise of an interacting CQD using the presently developed QREs, focusing our attention on the coherence and interference effects and its magnetic-flux dependence at both large and small bias-voltages.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we present our physical model for a CQD interferometer connected to two electrodes and derive a set of QREs using a generic quantum Langevin equation approach with a Markovian approximation in describing the dynamic evolution of the RDM elements under transport conditions. Such microscopically derived QREs are valid at arbitrary bias-voltage and temperature, and dot-dot hopping strength as well. In this section, we also derive the current and frequency-independent shot noise formulae in terms of the RDM elements using linear-response theory. Employing the obtained formulae, we then investigate the transport properties of a CQD in series in Sec. III, stressing the asymmetric transport property. Moreover, we study in detail the combined effect of the additional coherent transfer term and the two-pathway-interference term on current (Sec. IV) and on shot noise (Sec. V) of a CQD interferometer. A summary is given in Sec. VI.
II. HAMILTONIAN AND FORMULATION
The parallel-coupled interacting QD interferometer connected to two normal leads is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The Hamiltonian is given by
where H η (η = L, R) describes noninteracting electron baths in the left, right leads, respectively:
with a ηk being the annihilation operator of an electron with momentum k, and energy ε ηk in lead η, and µ η being the effective Fermi energy of lead η. In our studies, a bias-voltage V is taken to be applied symmetrically between the two electrodes, i.e., µ L = −µ R = eV /2, to sustain a persistent electron flow from one lead to the other. In equilibrium, V = 0, we set µ L = µ R = 0. Throughout, we will use units with = k B = e = 1. The Hamiltonian of the isolated CQD system, H D , is:
where c j is the annihilation operator for a spinless electron in the jth QD (j = 1, 2). ε j is the energy of the single level in the jth QD, measured from the Fermi energy of the two electrodes at equilibrium, ε 1(2) = ε d ± δ, with δ being the bare mismatch between the two bare levels. Here, we assume that only one single electron level in each dot contributes to current. It should be noted that since we consider first-order resonant tunneling in this paper, and take no account of spin-flip scattering and spin-flip cotunneling processes (second-order tunneling processes), it is reasonable to assume spinless electrons in our model. The second term represents the interdot Coulomb interaction U . The last term of Eq. (3) denotes hopping, Ω, between the two QDs. In this CQD system, there are a total of four possible states for the present system: (1) the whole system is empty, |0 ≡ |0 1 |0 2 , and its energy is zero; (2) the first QD is singly occupied by an electron, |1 ≡ |1 1 |0 2 , and its energy is ε 1 ; (3) the second QD is singly occupied, |2 ≡ |0 1 |1 2 , and its energy is ε 2 ; (4) both dots are occupied, |d ≡ |1 1 |1 2 , and its energy is ε 1 + ε 2 + U . Furthermore, with the four possible single electronic states considered as the basis, the density-matrix elements may be expressed asρ 00 = |0 0|,ρ 11 = |1 1|, ρ 22 = |2 2|,ρ dd = |d d|, andρ 12 = |1 2|. The statistical expectation values of the diagonal elements of the density-matrix, ρ 00 = ρ 00 , ρ jj = ρ jj (j = 1, 2), and ρ dd = ρ dd , give the occupation probabilities of the electronic levels in the system being empty, or singly occupied in the jth QD by an electron, or doubly-occupied by electrons, respectively. The off-diagonal term ρ 12 = ρ 12 describes coherent superposition involving two electronic occupation states, |1 1 |0 2 and |0 1 |1 2 .
To properly account for interference effects between the two pathways for tunneling through the system at hand, it is convenient to diagonalize the Hamiltonian of the isolated CQD by a unitary transformation
The transformed Hamiltonian is
where λ α(β) is the eigen-energy,
with ∆ = √ Ω 2 + δ 2 . Correspondingly, the densitymatrix elements in the new double-dot eigenstate basis, ρ χχ = |χ χ| andρ αβ = |α β|, have similar physical meanings to those in the site-representation (SR). The relations between these density-matrix elements of singlyoccupied states in different bases can easily be deduced from the unitary transformation, Eq. (4). (Note that the empty state,ρ 00 , and the double occupation state,ρ dd , have the same meaning in the both representations.)
The tunnel-coupling between the interferometer and the electrodes, H T , can be written in the eigenstaterepresentation (ER) as (s θ = sin θ 2 and c θ = cos
For simplicity, the lead-dot tunneling matrix elements, V ηj , are assumed to be real and independent of energy. The factor e ±iϕ/4 is the accumulated Peierls phase due to the magnetic-flux Φ (ϕ ≡ 2πΦ/Φ 0 , Φ 0 ≡ hc/e is the magnetic-flux quantum) which penetrates the area enclosed by two tunneling pathways of the interferometer.
In the following, we apply a generic quantum Langevin equation approach 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36 to derive a set of quantum rate equations (QREs) to describe the dynamics of the system variables of the CQD due to coherent resonant tunneling between external reservoirs, as modeled by Eq. (1). In the derivation, three steps are involved: First, we start from the Heisenberg equations of motion (EOMs) for the density-matrix operatorsρ 00 , ρ χχ ′ , and ρ dd in the ER and related reservoir operators c ηk , and then formally solve them by integration of these EOMs exactly. Next, under the assumption that the time scale of decay processes is much slower than that of free evolution, which is reasonable in the weak-tunneling approximation, we replace the time-dependent operators involved in the integrals of these EOMs approximately in terms of their free evolutions. Thirdly, these EOMs are expanded in powers of the tunnel-coupling matrix element V ηj up to second order. By adopting a Markovian approximation, we finally derive the generic QREs with arbitrary bias-voltage and temperature, as well as arbitrary dot-dot hopping, aṡ
where the electron tunneling-in(out) rates are defined as
[f
being constant in the wide band limit (̺ η is the density of states of lead η). Γ ηjj ′ represents the strength of tunnelcoupling between the jth QD level and lead η if j = j ′ , and otherwise (j = j ′ ) it measures the interference in tunneling through the different pathways. The adjoint equation of Eq. (7e) gives the equation of motion for the RDM off-diagonal element ρ βα . Also, we must note the normalization relation ρ 00 + χ ρ χχ + ρ dd = 1. Simple rate equations written in the ER were obtained earlier in Ref. 37 for double-well semiconductor heterostructures.
In the ER, the CQD interferometer is equivalent to a single QD with two energy-levels, both of which couple to the two electrodes such that either level is tunnel-coupled to either electrode via two different pathways with different tunneling matrix elements depending on differing accumulated phases due to the magnetic-flux [see Eq. (6)]. Therefore, the classical parts of the dynamical equations of the RDM diagonal elements have clear classical interpretations. For example, the rate of change of electron number in level α, ρ αα , in the CQD, governed by Eq. (7b), is contributed to by the following four singleparticle tunneling processes: (1) tunneling into level α of the CQD from both left and right leads, if the CQD is initially in the empty state ρ 00 ; (2) tunneling out from(into) level α(β) of the CQD into(from) both leads, when the CQD is initially just in the state ρ αα (ρ ββ ); (3) tunneling out from level β of the CQD into both leads, when the CQD is initially in the state ρ dd , via path 1, path 2 and interference contributions. The last three terms in Eq. (7b) describe transitions between two eigenstates through the effective coupling with off-diagonal elements via both paths and interference, which have no classical counterpart. They are responsible for coherent (quantum) effects in the transport. We note that even though there is no direct coupling between the two eigenstates of the isolated Hamiltonian, Eq. (5a), in the ER, the tunnel-coupling described by Eq. (6) results in an effective transition between them and thus leads to a quantum superposition state between the two eigenstates, whose dynamics is ruled by the equation of motion of the offdiagonal element ρ αβ , Eq. (7e).
The tunneling current operator through the interferometer is defined as the time rate of change of the charge density, N η = k a † ηk a ηk , in lead η:
According to linear-response theory in the interaction picture, we have:
Along the same procedure as above, we arrive at the following expression for the current within the weak tunnelcoupling approximation,
Interchanging the subscripts "L" and "R", we obtain the tunneling current I R relevant to the right lead. It is easy to verify that I L = −I R . This current formula demonstrates that all possible tunneling events relevant to lead η (tunneling through both paths and with the interferential term) provide corresponding contributions to the current of lead η; the current is determined not only by the RDM diagonal elements, but it also involves the offdiagonal elements explicitly.
Another observable of interest is the current noise, whose spectrum is defined as the Fourier transform of the symmetric current-current correlation function
with δJ η (t) = J η (t) − I η . Here, we only consider the frequency-independent (Schottky-type) shot noise. Employing linear-response theory we can also evaluate its statistical expectation value to the first nonvanishing term in H I , obtaining
The corresponding result for S RR is obtained by interchanging the subscripts "L" and "R" in Eq. (14) . In leading order, S LR = S RL = 0.
This shot noise formula merits further discussion. It is well-known that the Schottky noise originates from the self-correlation of a given tunneling event with itself. In literature, this term has been elaborately studied for a sequential picture of resonant tunneling through a doublebarrier transistor using a master equation, 39, 40 and also using a stochastic wave function approach. 41 These previous studies show that the "classical" intrinsic shot noise can be simply expressed by the formula 39,40
provided the current can be written in the following form
where ρ is a vector whose components are the RDM elements of the single-electron transistor, the superscript "0" indicates its stationary solution based on the rate equation, and γ ηn is the corresponding rate of a possible tunneling process that can change the state n of the single-electron transistor and contribute to the current of lead η. This is to say that all single-particle tunneling processes involving lead η will give a positive (+) or a negative (−) contribution to the current of lead η, depending on whether an electron is to enter or to leave this lead in a particular tunneling process; nevertheless self-correlation terms in all these same processes will always result in a positive (+) contribution to the Schottky-type shot noise, and the only difference between the current and the self-correlation noise formulae, Eqs. (15b) and (15a), is a sign change. We note that the formula Eq. (15a) has been only proved for a "classical" double-barrier tunneling device, in which the RDM of the device has only diagonal elements (thus ρ 0 n ≥ 0) and the tunneling rate γ ηn is always non-negative (γ ηn ≥ 0). Without attempting to rigorously verify its validity, this scheme has been recently applied directly to calculate the Schottky-type shot noise of a QD system having coupled internal degrees of freedom, but with its current being explicitly dependent only on RDM diagonal elements which always have positive values. 24, 25 The present theoretical formulation circumvents this problem. Furthermore, we prove here that (1) this scheme is just a result of linearresponse theory in the weak-tunneling limit; and (2) this scheme remains valid for the calculation of Schottky-type shot noise of a CQD interferometer, for which not only RDM diagonal elements contribute to the current, but also off-diagonal elements contribute as well, with stationary values and corresponding tunneling-rates which could possibly both be negative.
III. CQD IN A SERIES CONFIGURATION
In this section, we discuss coherent resonant tunneling through a series-CQD in the case of infinite inter-dot Coulomb repulsion, U = ∞. In this case, the corresponding tunneling amplitudes and the interferential tunneling vanish, Γ L22 = Γ R11 = 0, Γ L12 = Γ R12 = 0, and all Γ = 0. We also choose δ = 0 (ε 1 = ε 2 = ε d ).
For comparison with our previous QREs in the case of weak inter-dot hopping, 18 we re-express the resulting generic QREs Eqs (7a)- (7e) 
with ρ 00 + ρ 11 + ρ 22 = 1 and
and
denotes the effective tunneling rates between the first(second) dot and the left(right) lead. The current becomes . (16d) . Moreover, the real part of the off-diagonal elements make an explicit, direct contribution to the tunneling current and Schottky-type shot noise as well.
In regard to the fact that our previous QREs are only valid for the case of weak interdot hopping, whereas our present QREs are derived without that limitation, it is interesting to note that the present generic QREs do reduce to the previous QREs in the limit Ω → 0 (≪ Γ L/R ). In this situation, from Eq. (5b) we have λ α(β) = ε d ± Ω (δ = 0), leading to λ α ≈ λ β and thus Γ ± ηα ≈ Γ ± ηβ . This approximate relation eliminates the additional quantum coherence terms of Eqs. (16a)-(16d) due to the tunnelinginduced effective dot-dot hopping, and consequently the QREs reduce exactly to our previous results. For numerical verification of this assertion, we examine the effect of hopping (Ω/Γ = 0.2 ∼ 1.0) on resonant tunneling in Fig. 2 , where we plot the measurable physical quantities, e.g. the occupation numbers in both dots, ρ 11 and ρ 22 , the average current I, and the differential conductance dI/dV as functions of bias-voltage for two cases, ε d /Γ = 1.0 and −1.0. Hereafter, we choose a completely symmetric geometry, Γ L11 = Γ R22 = Γ, and use Γ as the unit of energy, and the current is normalized to e Γ. We exhibit the calculated results using the present QREs, Eqs (16b)- It is obvious that there is no nontrivial difference in the separate calculations for these physical quantities in the case of weakest dot-dot hopping, Ω/Γ = 0.2. With increasing dot-dot hopping, the difference between the two theories becomes unambiguous and cannot be ignored. In particular, a zero-bias peak (ZBP) in the differential con-ductance, dV /dI, is found by the present theory for the system of ε d /Γ = 1.0 with dot-dot hopping Ω/Γ = 1.0, in contrast to the peak-splitting around zero-bias-voltage predicted by the previous QREs. On the other hand, for the system of ε d /Γ = −1.0, both calculated results for differential conductance show a peak-splitting structure but they have different splitting widths. The transport properties are clearly asymmetric between the systems with ε d > 0 and ε d < 0, which have been already pointed out in linear transport regime. 9 In fact, this asymmetric feature can be easily explained by examining the energetic structure of the present system. As mentioned above, the CQD in the ER can be mapped onto a model of a single QD with two levels, α and β, each connecting to both electrodes with different tunneling matrix elements. The physical picture is illustrated in Fig. 3 , which includes a total of six configurations [(a)-(f)], showing the relative relations among the two eigen-energies and the Fermi energies of the two electrodes. For simplicity, we set T = 0 in the following analysis. In configurations (a) and (d), the CQD is always singly occupied by an electron, while it is always empty in configuration (b). The three cases have all vanishing first-order tunneling current and current noise because the two eigen-levels are both far away from resonance with the Fermi levels of the two electrodes. On the contrary, both eigen-levels are in resonance with the Fermi levels of the electrodes in configuration (c), which is actually equivalent to a picture of resonant tunneling under extremely large bias-voltage. It is therefore not unexpected that the resulting rates and current in this case are identical to the results obtained by Gurvitz and Prager for the same system, 16 as well as matching our previous results for the same conditions.
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Moreover, it is quite surprising that the current is also zero in the resonant configuration (e). We can ascribe this result to the strong Coulomb blockade effect, which blocks the entry of an additional electron into the singlyoccupied CQD even though the upper eigen-level is in resonance with the Fermi levels of electrodes. The situation is different in configuration (f), in which only the lower eigen-level is in resonance with the Fermi levels of two leads and thus a nonzero current occurs. We note that this current is always smaller than the current in configuration (c) [This is only true for a series-CQD. While for a parallel-CQD, the situation may be opposite (see below)]. Actually, configuration (f) describes a picture of resonant tunneling under a small bias-voltage, in contrast to the case of large bias-voltage in configuration (c).
It should be noted that our present QREs are also applicable for the cases with a detuning of the bare level energies, i.e., δ = 0. Actually, spatial variation of bias-voltage on the series-CQD is quite a central issue in the present studies. 42, 43, 44 Without loss of generality, we assume that the bare QD energies are shifted by the bias-voltage as ε 1(2) = ε d ± ηV , and assume further that one fourth of the applied voltage drops at the contacts between the QDs and the leads, i.e., the biasvoltage-induced shifting factor η = 1/4. As an illustra- tion, we exhibit the effects of energy shifting on the electron occupation numbers of two QDs and the current in Fig. 4 . It is found that the main effect of the spatially varying electric field is to cause an appearance of negative differential conductance (NDC) in the currentvoltage characteristics, which has been reported previously by nonequilibrium Green's function calculations 43 in order to explain the experimental results in the Tour molecules. 45 Here, we can give a simple interpretation for the appearance of NDC as follows: Due to the spatial variation of bias-voltage, the eigen-energies for the CQD become voltage-dependent, λ α(β) = ε d ± Ω 2 + η 2 V 2 . This dependence remarkably modifies the electronic occupation behavior in comparison with no shifting case. Electrons have more opportunity to occupy the first QD for large bias-voltages, leading to decreasing of the occupation number of the second QD, ρ 22 , with increasing bias-voltage as shown in Fig. 4(a) , which is reason of the appearance of NDC, because the nonequilibrium current is dominatively dependent on the occupation number of the second QD in the series configuration.
IV. CQD IN A PARALLEL CONFIGURATION
Focusing attention on the case of resonant tunneling through a parallel CQD, we again choose the optimal resonant condition, δ = 0, and we also assume the tunneling constants as Γ L11 = Γ R22 = Γ and Γ L22 = Γ R11 = Γ ′ , thus Γ L12 = Γ R12 = √ ΓΓ ′ , which yield
At first, we consider the case of U → ∞. If dot-dot hopping vanishes, i.e., Ω = 0, the QREs coincide with our previous results in Ref. 46 .
A. Simplified QREs in the SR for configurations (c) and (f )
The energetic configurations for coherent tunneling through a CQD interferometer are also depicted in Fig. 3 . Analogous to the series CQD, only configurations (c) and (f) bear nonzero tunneling current for the present parallel arrangement. For reference purposes, we therefore provide the simplified QREs written in the SR at zero temperature for these two configurations below.
For an extremely large bias-voltage [configuration (c)], these tunneling rates simplify further as Γ
The simplified QREs in terms of the SR become finallẏ
along with the normalization relation, ρ 00 +ρ 11 +ρ 22 = 1, and ρ 21 = ρ * 12 . As expected, we note that the resulting QREs, Eqs. (19a)-(19d), coincide with those of our previous derivation for the same system analyzed in Ref. 13 . The current becomes
Moreover, the system of configuration (f) yieldṡ
The simplified current expressed in the ER is given by
which is useful for the analysis of the AB interference effect in this configuration.
B. Calculations and discussion: AB interference effect between two pathways
Below, we present numerical analyses for first-order resonant tunneling through a CQD interferometer based on the QREs of Eqs. (7a)-(7e), and the current formula, Eq. (12) . To start, we emphasize the interference effect on tunneling due to the additional pathway. As an illustration, we carry out calculations by changing the tunnel-coupling strength Γ ′ of the additional path from 0 (the series configuration) to Γ (the completely symmetrical parallel configuration), as shown in Fig We note that the interference effect significantly changes transport properties when the system is in configuration (f) for ε d /Γ > 0, while it has little influence on tunneling when ε d /Γ < 0. This asymmetry of the interference pattern is also due to strong interaction. As displayed in Fig. 5(c) , the eigen-level β is always singlyoccupied in configurations (a) and (e), which blocks entry of an additional electron to the CQD, leading to vanishing current, irrespective of whether the additional tunnelpath is available or not. Increasing the tunnel rate Γ ′ of the additional pathway suppresses the current until it entirely vanishes in the case of a completely symmetrical parallel geometry, Γ ′ = Γ, for the bias-voltage window 3 > |V /Γ| > 1 of the system with ε d /Γ = 1.0 and Ω/Γ = 1/2 [configuration (f)] as depicted in Fig. 5(a) . Accordingly, the differential conductance finally develops a two-peak structure located at the bias-voltage values separating configurations (f) and (c) with an enhanced peak height [ Fig. 5(b) ]. This behavior can be intuitively interpreted as a result of perfectly destructive quantum interference between the additional pathway and the original one for configuration (f).
C. Finite-bias-induced AB oscillations and magnetic-flux-induced negative differential conductance
In this subsection we examine the magnetic-flux dependence of coherent tunneling through the parallel CQD. Above, we found that nonzero tunneling current occurs only for configurations (f) (finite bias-voltage) and (c) (infinite bias-voltage). We consider these two cases. We determine the nonequilibrium dot occupations ρ 11 (22) and tunneling current I based on the simplified QREs of Sec. IV A. The calculated results are illustrated in Fig. 6 for a CQD with Γ ′ /Γ = 0.5 and Ω/Γ = 0.5. Clearly, the dot occupations exhibit periodic oscillations with period 4π for both cases. Actually, our previous studies have already shown that interdot hopping yields periodicity of the AB oscillation as 4π. 13 We further observe that ρ 11 ∼ sin(ϕ/2) and ρ 22 ∼ − sin(ϕ/2) for configuration (c), leading to a magnetic-flux independent result for ρ 00 = 1−2(ρ 11 +ρ 22 ). Since I/Γ ∼ ρ 00 [Eq. (20) ], the current of configuration (c) is consequently independent of magnetic-flux, as shown in Fig. 6(b) . This result is quite surprising. In fact, if dissipative mechanisms are considered, ρ 22 may not be completely out of phase with ρ 11 (i.e., partial interference), thus the current of configuration (c) could become a periodic function of magneticflux.
The current of configuration (f) is complex according to Eq. (22) . The results of the preceding subsection show that perfectly destructive quantum interference causes the current to vanish for zero magnetic-flux, ϕ = 0, in this configuration [ Fig. 5(a) ]. Application of a magnetic field will induce variation of the interference effect from a destructive pattern to a constructive one. Therefore, one can expect that the enclosed magnetic-flux, ϕ = ±2π, will enhance the current due to perfectly constructive interference. A striking result we obtain is that the enhanced current may be much larger than the constant current of configuration (c), indicating the appearance of a NDC at the boundary between configurations (f) and (c). The variation of the I-V characteristic and differential conductance with varying magnetic-flux are shown in Fig. 7 . Different from the case of infinite U , a NDC is observed around 2(λ β + U ) even for a series-CQD with weak interdot coupling Ω/Γ ≤ 0.5. This NDC behavior was first reported in our previous study 18 and was ascribed to decoherence effect in coherent tunneling due to the coupling to leads. 25, 44 From Fig. 8(b) and (c), we observe that this NDC is robust against the additional pathway Γ ′ in the absence of magnetic-flux and it is tuned to positive differential conductance (PDC) when applying the magnetic field. It is worth noting that in the case of weak interdot Coulomb repulsion, above mentioned magneticc-flux-controlled NDC still remain around the boundary between configurations (f) and (c) [here configuration (c) is at the bias voltage region 3 < V < 5]. 
V. ZERO-FREQUENCY SHOT NOISE A. Two-terminal number-resolved QREs and
MacDonald's formula
This section is concerned with the discussion of zerofrequency current noise of the CQD interferometer in the case of U → ∞. For this purpose, we employ MacDonald's formula for shot noise 47 based on a number-resolved version of the QREs describing the number of completed tunneling events. 48 This can be straightforwardly derived from the established QREs, Eqs. (7a)-(7e). We introduce the two-terminal number-resolved density matrices ρ (n,m) χχ ′ (t), representing the probability that the system is in the electronic state |χ (for χ = χ ′ ) or in the quantum superposition state (for χ = χ ′ ) at time t together with n(m) electrons occupying the left(right) lead due to tunneling events. Obviously, ρ χχ ′ (t) = n,m ρ (n,m) χχ ′ (t) and the resulting two-terminal number-resolved QREs for arbitrary bias-voltage and interdot hopping are:
(n,m+1) 00
The current of lead η can be evaluated as
where
is the total probability of transferring n(m) electrons into the left(right) lead by time t and n η = n(m) if η = L(R). It is easily verified that the current obtained from Eq. (24) by means of the number-resolved QREs, Eqs. (23a)- (23d), is exactly the same as that obtained from Eq. (12) . The zero-frequency shot noise with respect to lead η is similarly defined in terms of P (n,m) (t) as well: 22, 29, 47, 48 
To evaluate S η (0), we define an auxiliary function G η χχ ′ (t) as
whose equations of motion can be readily deduced employing the number-resolved QREs, Eqs (23a)-(23d), in matrix form:
T and ρ(t) = (ρ 00 , ρ αα , ρ ββ , ρ αβ , ρ βα ) T . M η and G η can be read easily from Eqs. (23a)-(23d). Applying the Laplace transform to these equations yields
where ρ(s) is readily obtained by applying the Laplace transform to its equations of motion with the initial condition ρ(0) = ρ st [ρ st denotes the stationary solution of the QREs, Eqs (7a)-(7e)]. Due to the inherent long-time stability of the physical system under consideration, all real parts of nonzero poles of ρ(s) and G η (s) are negative definite. Consequently, the divergent terms arising in the partial fraction expansions of ρ(s) and G η (s) as s → 0 entirely determine the large-t behavior of the auxiliary functions, i.e. the zero-frequency shot noise, Eq. (26) .
It is worth mentioning that (1) our two-terminal number-resolved QREs, Eqs. (23a)-(23d), facilitate evaluation of the bias-voltage dependent zero-frequency shot noise for arbitrary interdot hopping; (2) our calculations yield S L (0) = S R (0).
B. Results and discussion
We confined our studies to the case ε d > 0. The Fano factor, F = S(0)/2I, is used as the main tool to classify current. 19 It should be noted that because we use the formula F = S(0)/2I to calculate it numerically, the Fano factor shown in the figures below is physically meaningful only when current increases above zero to avoid numerical divergence. Thus, our calculated Fano factor is physically meaningful only for configurations (f) and (c).
To start, we discuss shot noise for a series-connected CQD with symmetric geometry, Γ L11 = Γ R22 = Γ. In the case of configuration (c), i.e., the extremely large bias-voltage limit with zero temperature, we obtain an analytical expression for the Fano factor:
with x = Ω/Γ. For configuration (f), i.e., with appropriately small bias-voltage, we have
The results indicate sub-Poissonian shot noise, i.e. F < 1, in the effective bias-voltage regime for any dot-dot hopping strength, as shown in Fig. 9 . If the dot-dot hopping strength is set moderately weak, Ω/Γ ≤ 0.978 (which can be achieved by tuning the coupling potential between the two dots via applied gate voltage), we have F f > F c ; otherwise, F f < F c . We also examine the effect of the bias-voltage-induced shifting of bare levels on the shot noise in Fig. 10 . It is shown that this shifting results in (i) a weak enhancement of the shot noise, i.e., a super-Poissonian noise to be a companion to the NDC when the eigen-level β dominates in transport, and (ii) a constant Fano factor F = 1/2 at the extremely large bias-voltage region.
Focusing attention on the more general parallel CQD geometry, we discuss the quantum interference effect of the additional pathway on shot noise. Our calculated results in the absence of magnetic-flux are plotted in Figs. 11, including the shot noise S(0) (normalized to e 2 Γ), the current I (normalized to e Γ) for comparison, and the Fano factor. We find that the system exhibits a huge Fano factor with increasing tunneling rate of the additional branch in the case of configuration (c).
29 At zero temperature, we arrive at analytical expressions It should be noted that all calculations in the present paper are performed under the assumption of full interference between the two pathways and infinite inter-dot Coulomb repulsion as well. If decoherence is taken into account due to some dissipative mechanisms, the degree of interference will naturally lessen, thus leading to a great suppression of the Fano factor. In particular, in the case of full noninterference, the Fano factor reduces to a constant F = 10/27, exhibiting sub-Poissonian shot noise. On the other hand, it has been reported that the noise is always sub-Poissonian in the case of no inter-dot Coulomb interaction.
29
The phase effect on shot noise in a CQD interferometer tuned by magnetic-flux is of special interest for configurations (c) and (f). We exhibit the magnetic-flux dependence of current, shot noise, and Fano facor in Fig. 12 with Γ ′ /Γ = 0.5 at zero temperature. Due to interdot hopping, both the current and shot noise exhibit periodic oscillations with period 4π (as well as the Fano factor) for configuration (f). The current nearly vanishes around zero magnetic-flux, ϕ = 0, as indicated in Fig. 6(b) in Sec. IV C; while the shot noise is suppressed much more due to the effect of perfectly destructive quantum interference. In contrast, constructive quantum interference enhances the zero-frequency shot noise more than the current, giving rise to super-Poissonian noise F ≃ 5/4 at ϕ = ±2π even for configuration (f). On the other hand, the shot noise for configuration (c) displays different magnetic-flux dependence from that of configuration (f). Both S(0) and F are observed to behave as ∼ | sin(ϕ)|. Interestingly, varying magnetic-flux could change the shot noise from super-Poissonian, F ≃ 10 at ϕ = 2nπ (n is an integer), to sub-Poissonian, F ≃ 0.33 at ϕ = 2(n + 1)π. Actually, we have derived an analytical expression for noise in configuration (c) and ϕ = ±π: 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have analyzed first-order transport through a CQD AB interferometer with finite dotdot hopping, determining the I-V characteristics, zerofrequency current noise, and their magnetic-flux dependence. To accomplish this, we established generic QREs in terms of the ER employing a quantum Langevin equation approach in the weak tunneling limit. These QREs are valid for arbitrary temperature and bias-voltage, as well as arbitrary dot-dot hopping, improving upon our previous derivation which was limited by the restriction that inter-dot hopping be much weaker than dot-lead coupling, i.e., Ω ≪ Γ. We have also derived the current and Schottky-type shot noise formulae in terms of the RDM elements. Our theory proves that the previous scheme for evaluating the frequency-independent part of the "classical" intrinsic shot noise (i.e., all tunneling processes providing contributions to current always yield positive contributions to the Schottky-type shot noise) remains valid in the formulation of quantum-based rate equations in the ER.
Employing the QREs derived here, we have systematically analyzed coherent resonant tunneling through a CQD in a series and a parallel configuration, respectively. By discussing variation of the energetic configuration with increasing bias voltage, we have explained the asymmetric transport property in the series CQD. We have also examined the effect of the bias-voltage-induced shifting of bare levels of the CQD and found the appearance of a NDC. For the parallel CQD, our numerical results have shown that (1) the current of configuration (c) is independent of magnetic-flux due to the combination of full interference and the strong Coulomb blockade effect; (2) AB oscillations emerge in the current in the small bias-voltage regime, i.e., the case of configuration (f); (3) the current nearly vanishes completely around ϕ = 0 due to perfect destructive interference, while it is greatly enhanced around ϕ = 2π due to constructive interference, and it may even be much larger than the current of configuration (c), suggesting the possibility of magnetic-flux-controllable NDC.
Finally, we have investigated zero-frequency shot noise using MacDonald's formula by rewriting the fully developed QREs in terms of a two-terminal number-resolved density matrix form. The main result we obtained is that the combined effect of interference between two path branches and the infinite inter-dot Coulomb interaction may induce a huge Fano factor, which can also be controlled by manipulating magnetic-flux.
